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CHAPrER I 
Problem 
The problem of this study is to summarize research publications on 
elementary arithmetic during tne past six years~ 
Justification 
up until April l, 1951 the Review of Educational Research, ever,y 
three .yaars, pre~red rese$rch summaries on elementa r,r arithmetic. Since 
th&t date they have discontinued this practice. 
Other research summaries done in the field of elementary arithmetic 
have been s~rized in Chapter II of this thesis. These summaries can 
be divided into three categories: (l) those dealing With the methods and 
ways of teaching elementary arithmetic (34,36,37,41,42, and 45•); (2) 
those dealing in the theoreti~l and scientific place of arithmetic 
(35, 38, 39, 43, 44, and 46); and (3) selected references on elementary 
school instruction which are not all research on elementary arithmetic(40). 
Certain periodicals, such as the Elementary School Journal, have 
annual selected annotated bibliographies which, in part, deal with 
elementary arithmetic research. 
No serious attempt, as far as we know, has been conducted to sum-
marize research publications on elementary arithmetic for the past six 
years which is directed exclusively toward the tea cher. Therefore, this 
study has been made in order to acquaint and guide those .teachera 
•Refers to specific summaries noted in Chapter II of this thesis. 
Boston Universit~ 
School of Educati on 
Library 
interested in the type of research that has been going on in the field of 
elementary arithmetic which can be of benefit to them and their pupils. 
Scope and L~tations of Study 
This study covers grades one through six Md such research that has 
an impact on these grades, dating from April 1, 1951 to Decan:ber 31, 1956. 
The type of !rithmetio :publications have been limited to the following: 
experimental studies, status studies, analysis, research summaries, and 
problems in arithmetic. All publications used were published in the 
united States of America. 
Proposed Procedure 
The proposed procedure for this study is: (1) to gather from various 
indices all research publications; (2) to read and study each of these 
publications; and ( 3) to S'llimlla.rize ea,ch publication as to the problem, 
what was done, and the findings ~d conclusions. 
The summaries are found in Chapter II of this thesis under the fol-
lowing categories: 
1. abilities and ooncepta 
2. addition 
3. concepts 
4. division 
5. fractions 
G. measurements 
7. mental arithmetic 
a. methods 
9. multiplication 
10. problem solving 
11. remedial ari tbm.etic 
12. researCh summaries 
13. subtraction 
14. teacher education 
15. miscellaneous • 
Chapter III of this thesis notes the significant trends in elementary 
arithmetic and any conclusions whiCh the summaries may imply. 
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OHAPI'ER II 
Abilities and Concepts 
(See also numbers 35. 36. 56• and 57 in this listing) 
1. Dawson, Dan T. ''Number G:-ouping as a Function of Complexity." 
Elementary School Journal 54a35-42; September 1953. 
An experimental investisation. using children from grades 
one, two, and fiv·e (the data for grade one only, is reported) 
which examined the hypothesis that the degree of complexity of 
the perceptual field was a crucial factor in apprehending a 
number as a group. That is, complexity tended to create count-
ing responses and simplicity tended to create grouping responses. 
2. Ilg, Frances and Louise B • .Ames "Developnental Trends in Arith-
metic." Journal of Genetic PsyChology 79r3-28; September 1951 
This reports the development of thirty children from 
birth through age nine in arithmetic processes by presenting a 
gradient iof the development of the child's concepts and abili-
ties in regard to numbers 1md quantities. 
3. Martin, William F. "Q.uantative Expression in Young Children." 
Genetic Psychology Monograph 44:147-219; November 1951 
Concerned with the development of a more informal 
technique by which the number abilities of the young child as 
they are related to age, sex, occupational level, and intelli-
gence ~ be studied in the hope that confirmation of previous 
3 
findings would be obtained as well a.s additional information 
concerning the developnental process.. A sample of 150 children 
ranging from ages three to seven enrolled in the same kind of 
school were used. Conclusions derived are tha.t children use 
quantitative vocabularies and characteristioe when shown 
stimuli which possess characteristics of number, size, and 
quantity. The older the child the greater his ability to handle 
concepts of number, size, and quantity and a greater discrimina-
tion ability. Nearly all sex differences favor the girls but 
boys are superior when spontaneous expression of children is 
analy~ed with reference to its quantitative aspects. 
4. Wright stone, J. Wayne "Constructing Tests of :MAthematical 
Concepts for Young Children•" Arithmetic Teacher 3;81-84; 108; 
April 1956. 
In order to provide an inventory of the arithmetical 
meanings and concepts acquired by p~ils. in grade one and two 
tests were made. A sampling of about 1000 children were used in 
this test. The results show that these tests provide a basis 
for grouping pupils for arithmetic instruction, aid in diagnosis 
of individual and class strengths and weaknesses on arithmetical 
meanings and concepts, they help to adapt arithmetic instruction 
to the level ot the group and to each individual, and they pro-
vide one basis for assessing progress in arithmetic instruction 
and for interpreting the arithmetic program in grates one and two 
to parents and patrons of the school system. 
4 
Addition 
(See also numbers 14, 15, 45, and 48 in this listing) 
5. Flournoy, Frances• "The Controversy Regarding the Teaching of 
Higher Decade Addition." Arithmetic Teacher 3:170-173, l76a 
October 1956. 
An investis&t.ion of six arithmetic text books to determine 
how present text books for children :preaent the higher-decade 
facta, and of five arithmetic professional books to dete~ine 
on what :points the authorities in the field of arithmetic 
agree or disagree in regard to the teaching higher-decade 
addition. The findings were that there is a very definite laQk 
of research in this area, although ma~ opinions are expressed. 
It was also found that most of the texts. introduce the higher-
decade facta in the third gra.de; that one-half' of' the texta use 
the vertical form; but that disagreement was found as to when 
to teaCh, before, after, or with carrying. 
Concepts 
(See Abilities and Concepts) 
Division 
(See also numbers 34, 35, 46, and 55 in this listing) 
6~ Benz, Harry E. '~wo-Digit Divisors Ending in 4, 5, or 6." 
Aritbmetic Teacher 3:l87-l9lt November 1956. 
An investigation into the :problem of which rule to use in 
division when using two-digit divisors, the rule for using the 
first digit as the trial divisor or the rule for increasing the 
first digit by one as the trial divisor. Although the pro.blem 
5 
is only presented in this study, there are cases shown where 
both rules will and will not work. 
7. Brownell, William A. "Arithmetic Readiness as a Practical 
Classroom Concept." Elementary School Journal 52:15-22; 
September 1951. 
Arithmetic readiness as to the introduction to division 
by two-place divisors is the problem. A sample of 487 children 
in twenty fifth grade classes who were naverage'1 students was 
used in this study. The implied conclusions reached were that 
considerable flexibility snould be allowed in the grade place-
ment of division by two-place divisors, maQY' children are not 
ready for two-place divisors. when they are called upon to start. 
the topic, and instruction must be individualized to a greater 
extent in order to as sure real readiness. 
a. Dawson, Dt.n T. s.nd Arden K. Ruddell. "An Experimental A:pproa.ch 
to the Division Idea." Arithmetic Teacher 2l6-9; February 1955. 
Groups of fourth grade children were used to study the 
relative effectiveness of coumonly described pra.ctices in the 
introductory teaching of the diviaion process. Higher achieve-
ment, greater retention, and increased ability to solve examples 
in a new situation were found in the exper~ental group where 
increased time was devoted to developing meanings, principles, 
and generalizations through the use of manipuls.tive materia.ls. 
and visualization procedures. 
9. Gunderson, Agnes G. "Arithmetic for Today' s Six-and seven-Year 
Olds." Arithmetic Teacher 2:95-101; November 1955. 
6 
This re:ports selected findings from a study of second 
grade children and their thought :patterns while working with 
multiplication \nd division problems, and how these children 
discover the use of arithmetic through the use of concrete, 
meaningful ai~tions. 
10. Gunderson, Agnes G. "Thought Patterns of Young Children in 
Learning Multiplication and Division." Element•ry School Journal 
55a453-46l; April 1955. 
Using twenty-five grade t wo children of the university of 
Wyoming Elementary School an investigation was ma~e to attem:pt 
to discover the thought patterns of young children in solving 
multiplication and division problems before thes.e processes 
had been taught. The children were allowed the use of many 
concrete and semi-concrete ~terials. It was concluded that 
children have a good understanding of the meaning of problems 
and grade two is not too early to introduce multiplication and 
division; that they will solve the ·,problems, if understandable, 
using addition, subtraction, and t he materials; that the 
children don't have an uncertainty in naming or labeling answers; 
and that to appreciate multiplication one must have experience 
in solving multiplication problems using addition. 
ll. Hill, Edwin H. ''Teaohersa TWo Kinds ;of Division." Journal of 
Educati.on 137tl6-18; May 1955. 
A summary of the author's unpublished dissertation, A Study 
of Preferences and Performance. of Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth 
Grade Children on Two Types of Di vie:ion Problems, and other 
7 
selected references. The author discusses two types of' division, 
measurement and partition. He recommends tha.t both concepts be 
taught children as all ari tbmetic textbooks contain problems re-
lating to both concepts. 
12. Hirsch, ~rtin. "Does Changing the Form of' a ProblEm Af'f'ect Its 
Dif'f'iculty?" High Points 33tl9-25;December 1951. 
This is an investig$tion which used the arithmetic compu-
tation tests of' 327 New York City pupils to determine the 
effect, if' any, of' the differences in presentation upon the 
pupil's ability to solve examples. in division when, even though 
the exrunples were headed by the word "Divide" the division sign 
was substituted by the word "bY"• The investigation f'ound that 
mixed numbers and the division sign seemed to suggest the rule 
to invert and multiply, whereas, the word "by" seemed to confuse 
some. Further inves.tigation revealed that substituting the 
word "by" f'or the division sign had a definite effect. 
13. Van Eagen, Henry and E. Glenadine Gibb. General Mental Functions 
Associated with Division. Educational service Studies, No.2, 
Ce~r Falla, Iowa: Iowa State Teachers College, 1956. 181 P• 
If' two groups of children are taught division in a school 
situation the one by the conventional method and the other by 
the subtractive method, will the two groups. dif'f'er significantly 
with respect to ability to acquire skills of division, to under-
stand the process of di.vision, to transfer the respective 
methods to unfamiliar situations and to recall the processes learn-
ed after a lapse of three months? Twelve fourth grade classes 
8 
were selected as the s~pling, six classes doing one method and 
the other six doing the second method. Consluaions drawn are 
that by using the subnrative method children can be expected to 
transfer familiar experiences to unfamiliar situations to have a 
better understanding of division,JBap•oialll' those of low intellect. 
Fractions 
(See also numbers 55 Md 57 in this 14sting) 
14. Ai'treth, Orville B. "Brief Discussion of One of the Analyses in 
the Experiment: The Effect of the Systematic Analysis of Errors 
on Achievement in the study of Fractions." Journal of Experi-
mental Education 24r273-28lJ J'une 1956. 
A study to determine to what extent the identitioa.tion and 
correction of errors enbedded in sets of examples in addition 
and subtraction of fractions affected learning adversely. It 
was found, by using control and experimental groups, (six 
groups in all) that the experimental group which Md systematic 
teaching in the discovery and correction of errors embedded in 
the examples, showed no significant difference over the control 
group which did examples without errors using systematic drill. 
15. Johnson, J. T. "Deo:iJ:oal vs. Common Fractions." Aritbliletio 
Teacher 3;201-203; November 1956. 
The problem is that decimals should be taught before common 
fractions are taught. Used for his study, fifth t: !lnd sixth 
grades with the former being taught decimals and their equivaleDt 
fractions. The results show that the fifth grade found it easier 
to use decimals in the addition and subtraction processes. 
9 
Conclusions are that it is easier to teach decimals after u.s. 
money is taught and that place value concept is further enhanced 
by using decimals. It is also easier to find and correct errors 
for both teacher and pupil. 
16. Mulholland, vernia. "Fifth Gra.de Children Discover Fractions." 
School Science and Mathematics 54:13-30; Januar,y 1954. 
In which concrete materials· were used in teaching fractions 
rather than use of textbook;. Twenty-seven children in the fifth 
grade were taught by the concrete method for a six month period. 
Iowa Achievement Tests taken at the end .of the period were used 
(elementary battery grades three, four, and five) in which there 
was an overall gain of seven months. Conclusions are that the 
majority of the class can work meanintu.lly with fractions and 
the others are able to work with concrete material to arrive at 
correct solutions;. It. also gives slower learner feeling of 
security within the group and is invaluable as a device for 
coping with individual differences within a group. 
Measurement 
17. MacLatoby, Josephine H. "The Pre-school Child's Familiarity 
with Measurement." Education 71 :479-482; April 1951. 
An investi~tion involving testing with a v.erba1 question-
answer form of inventory test to find the knowledge of meas.ure-
ment, such as. time, weigb.t, g_uanti ty, measure groups of like 
things, and money in pre-school children. It was concluded 
tha.t children hear these terms in infancy and remember the con-
text in which they were used, although most don't comprehend 
10 
their meaning. Therefore, it is termed on~ recall of words 
and phrases. 
18. Wilson, Guy M. l!.nd !~bel Cassell. "A Research on Weights and 
]Jieasures." Jourrml of Educational Research 46,575-585; April 
lSl53. 
Vlhat should be taught in weights and mel:ii sures'? A sample 
was t aken from 6, 573 grade and high school pupils in 380 cities 
and towns in over 43 states. ~uestionnaire was provided for 
children to answer. Conclusions were tha t experience is the 
differentiating factor of weights and measure knowledge, that 
teaching of tables of measure is not worthwhile, as there is 
little carry over into life experiences, that different units 
of measure for a commodity are not the s~me in all communities, 
and tha t if teaching of weights and mea sures was not taught 
in school, the results of the questionnaire apparently would 
not have varied greatly. It is recommended tha.t a program of 
clear concepts be developed. 
Ment•l Arithmetic 
(See also number 62 in this listing) 
19. Flournoy, Mary Frances. "The Effectiveness of Instruction in 
Mental Arithmetic." Elementary School Journal 55:148-153; 
November 19 54. 
The purpose of the stu~ was to find out pupils' ability to 
solve, without aid of paper and pencil, examples and word problems 
presented orally; pupils' general growth in arithmetic; the ways 
pupils think when performing the four fundamental processes with-
ll 
out use of paper and pencil; and the general acceptance of 
mental arithmetic on pa~t of teachers and pupils. A total of 
550 pupils in twenty intermediate-grade classrooms were given 
one lesson each day, requiring 10 to 12 minutes, for a period 
of 52 school days. Conclusions are that children need specific 
experiences with mental aritnmetic, that pupils progress in 
written arithmetic is not hindered by time used in mental arithme-
tic, that standsrdized-test scores showed highly satisfactory 
~ins, and both teacher and pupil were in favor of planned 
mental-arithmetic experiences. 
20. Hall, Jack v. "Business uses of Mental Arithmetic in Ellensburg, 
Washington." Journal of E4uca.tional Research 46&365-369; 
January 1953. 
The purpose was to ascertain the uses made by buainess 
people of menta.l arithmetic during the conduct of one day's 
business affairs in Ellensburg, "Washington. A sampling of 126 
business men and women were taken representing sixty-two 
occupations. The conclusions derived are that mechanical com-
puting devices have not replaced need for mental arithmetic; 
that nine-tenths of the people interviewed solved mentally 
whole numbers and money sO% to 100}6 of the time; that when 
solving problems mentally the processes used most frequently are 
addition and multiplication; ~t 66% of the people interviewed 
solve problems using numbers under 100; and t~t one-step 
problems were solved mentally more than any other tJ:pe of problem. 
21. Petty, Olan. "Non-Pencil-and-Paper Solution of Problems." 
12 
Arithmetic TeaCher 3:229-235; December 1956. 
The pu.rpoae was to study the· effectiveness of a non-pencil 
and paper method of solving verbal lproblems in arithmetic by 
comparing chil.dren who had practiced solving problems without 
paper and pencil and with those who did the same problems using 
paper and pencil. The s~mple used were 257 sixth grade pupils 
fr~ ten different classrooms in Iowa. 133 children were in 
the pencil and paper gro~ s:nd 124 children were in the non-
pencil and paper group. Tentative conclusions dr~wn on the data 
are that neither method is superior in solving verbal problema; 
as the diffioul ty of problems increased paper and pencil was 
more essential for successful performance; PUllilS tended to 
increase in problem solving ability on the type they practiced; 
and teachers involved in the testing believe both methods 
ShoUld be employed. 
1tethods 
(See also numbers 4 and 60 in this listing) 
22. Bouchard, John B. "An Exploratory Investigation of the Effect 
of Certain Selected Factors Upon Performance of Sixth Gra.de 
Children in Arithmetic." Journal of Experimental Educa.tion 
20:105-112; September 1951~ 
The purpose of the study was to investigate :ta.ctors con-
cerning effects of "knowledge of results," "group competition," 
"level of aspiration," and "self-estima.tes of performance." 
Data was secured from 216 sixth grade children who were given 
ten problem exercises and ten computation exercises. Tentative 
"' ; -
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conclusions are that with some groups knowledge of results and 
grou;p competition produced superior performance whereas in other 
groups it did not. There was some indication that group 
motivation required some time to produce superior arithmetic 
,performance. It implies that the teacher should have a greater 
understanding of children in order to be most effective in the 
gu.idance ._;of a child. 
23. De\7itt, Ch&rlea M. "A Differentia.ted Method of Teaching .Arith-
metic." Social Science and ~thematics 52:183-186; March 1952. 
This describes a method of teaching arithmetic evolved 
through a period of experimentation and research for a method 
that gives the most recognition to individual differences and 
permits each pllJ:)i1 to work at a pace that is in accordance with 
his ability and present state of development. No data was ava.il-
able to verify his experiments or research work. 
24. Eads, Laura K. "Ten Years of Meaningful Arithmetic in New York 
City." Arithmetic Teacher 2:142-147; December 1955. 
This report tells o-f a study started in 1945 for developing 
meaningful arithmetic to children and also, in many cases, to 
the teachers. From. it has developed a curriculum progre.m for 
each grade. Some of the conclUBions from this study are to 
provide time and opportunity for children to tell or to show 
what mathematics means to them, for teachers to accept children's 
own expressions, to expect more mature thinking from more mature 
children than from less mature children, for teachers to talk 
less and listen more, and for teachers to differentiate between 
14 
what they teach and what various children learn. 
25. Phillips, John L., Jr. "Perception in N'I.Uilber Skills--A Study 
in ~achistosoopic Training." Journal of Education Psychology 
45&459-467; December 1954. 
An experiment with four groups of fourth graders to find 
if tachistoscopic training is effective in the teaching of 
computational skills, and if' it is more effective than the 
conventional pencil and paper approach. It was concluded that 
the effects of fourteen, ei~t minute training sessions of 
working with arithmetical combinations in multiplication and 
division, that the tachistoscopic training is effective in teaali-
ing number skills, but not mo~e effective than the ordinary 
workbook method. 
26. Smith, Linda c. "Concept of Money via Experience." Arithmetic 
Teacher 2&17-20; February 1955. 
An experiment with a fourth grade over a five week period 
using actual experiences in dealing with money instead of those 
experiences presented by the arithmetic textbook. A Stanford 
Achievement Test was given before and after the experiment 
and the concluded results were that the children showed normal 
or better than no~l progress in this area. It was also con-
cluded that this helped to strengthen social relationships, 
to give • :feeling of adequacy in handling money and to develop 
a variety of concepts concerning money. 
27. Weaver, J. Fred. ''Mis.ooncepticna about Rationalization in 
Arithmetic." The Mathema.tics Teacher 44:577-381; October 1951. 
15 
This deals with several misconceptions concerning ration-
alization in arithmetic. Using his own views on the sUbject, 
supplemented by severa.l resea.rch studies, the author, ci tea the 
advantages of the "why-how" sequence, the advantages of the "how-
why" sequence, in certain conditions, and the possibility of 
coupling "why" with ''how" as soon as feasible. The unsoundness 
of using mental age as a primary criterion for determining 
readiness for rationalization was also discussed. 
Multiplication 
(See also numbers 9, 10, and 55 in this listing) 
28. Harvey, Lois F. "Dnproving Arithmetic Skills by Testing and 
Reteaching." Elementary School Journal 53:402-409; ~rch 1953. 
By using the multipication section if a diagnostic test 
given to 517 pupils in fifteen sixth grades in September and 
February, a study was carried out which analyzed the tests to 
determine causes of errors when zeros are contained in multi-
plication examples. rt was found that a good method for helping 
most pupils improve their skill in multiplication was to 
reteach correctly the work most frequently missed on the test, 
and then retea.t. Also a marked ~provement in teaChing methods 
and remedial work by teachers was noted. 
Problem Solving 
(See also numbers 35, 46, and 62 in this listing) 
29. Burch, Robert L. "Formal Analysis a.s a Problem Solving Procedural' 
Journal of Education 136:44-47; November 1953~ 
The purpose was to discover if formal analysis of problema 
16 
will help child to find answer. The sampling was taken from 
305 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade P'Uilils in thirteen Massachu-
setts and New Hampshire classrooms in which formal analysis bad 
been taught for a number of years. A formal analysis test was 
used and a comparable non-analytic test using the same problems 
but omitting the formal-analysis features was constructed. Con-
clusions are that students scored highest on the test which did 
not require steps of formal analysis; that correctly responding 
to each formal-analysis step was harder to do than solving the 
problem ; and that students, even though strongly indoctrinated 
in formal-analysis procedure,do not use it unless required to do 
so. 
30. Buswell, ~ ~~ with the cooperation of Bert Y. KerSh. patterns 
of Thinking in Solving Problema. University of' california 
Publications in Education, Vol. 12, No. 2. Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Preas, 1956. p. 63-148. 
This report is concerned with factors that enter into 
patterns of problem-solving thinking as revealed through testa 
and reoordinge ~of high school pu;pils and university students as 
they attempted to solve six sets of problems. The report falls 
into three general divisions; preliminary procedures in problem 
solving, discovery of generalization, and an analysis of' pro-
cedures in solving a single problem. The conclusions arrived at 
are that better training is required in preliminary procedures 
in problem solving, there is a great lack of .familiarity with the 
nature of forming generalizations, and that there is a lack of 
17 
technique of thinking in solving problems. 
31. Ullrich, Anna. "Labeling Answers to Arithmetic Problems." 
Arithmetic Teacher 2:148-153; December 1955. 
In marking answers to problems in arithmetic, if the 
answer has no label but is otherwise correct, should it be 
marked right or wrong? A questionnaire divided into three parts 
was sent out to 250 school people and 30 authors of books. No 
real agreement among teachers and writers in the matter of 
"labeling answers" to problems in arithmetic was found. The 
outstanding result was that the majority of teachers indicated 
that they would consider ttcorrect" an unlabeled answer if the 
question asks, "How maey?" of a certain unit e:r:plicitely ex-
pressed -in the question. 
Remedial Arithmetic 
(See also numbers 4, 35, 37, and 43 in this listing) 
52. Bernstein, Allen. "A Study of Remedial Arithmetic Conducted 
with Ninth Grade Students." School Science and Mathematics 
56:25-31; January 1956. 
The purpos.e of this diagnostic study was to aid in estab-
lishing a classification procedure aad as an aid in defining 
problems of remedial arithmetic. A sample jof 326 students 
were administered The Iowa Every Pupil Test of Basic Skills, 
Part D and The Cody High School Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. 
The two primary causal areas for error patterns were lack of 
understanding of the number system and basic :personality factors. 
33. Hoel. Lesta. "An Experiment in Clinical Procedures in Arithmetic." 
18 
Emerging Practices in Mathematics Education. TWenty Second 
Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Wash-
ington, D.O.: The Council, 1954. p. 222-252. 
This describes a two week summer clinic in remedial arith-
metic in which twenty-two Children from grades si~seven and 
eight attended. The major a rithmetic problem of taa Children 
was emotional. The specific na.ture of the clinic was to discover 
the specific weaknesses of each child, and to determine at what 
stage in the development of his ability to use numbers 
effectively, this trouble arose. Some of the conclusions noted, 
other than that the clinic was a success, was that it pointed 
up some neglected teChniques of remedial arithmetic and pro-
vided good in-service training for the teacher. 
Research Summaries 
34. :Brownell, William A. "The Effects of Practicing a Complex 
Arithmetica l Skill ~on Proficiency in Its Constituent Skills." 
Journal of Educational PsyChology 44a65-81; February 1955. 
This summarizes selected research and references, and 
a study relating to the problem of should division with two place 
divisors be deferred until after proficiency in the sub-skills 
or should it be taught after a high degree of competency has 
been reached. The author concludes that practice in dividing by 
two place numbers had no single uniform and predictable result 
so far a s proficiency in t he sub-skills is concerned. 
35. Burch, Robert L. and Jli;.rold E. M:oser. "The Teaching of :hl~the­
matics in Gra des I thru VIII." Review of Education Research 21: 
19 
290-304; october 1951. 
This summarizes and discusses research and related liter-
ature of mathematics in grades one through eight from 1948 to 
1951. Some of the problems discussed are; evaluation of the 
meaning approach, social aspects, textbooks, readiness, the 
division process, problem solving, evaluation, multisensory 
aids, individual differences and others. 
36 • Dawson, Dan T. and Arden K. Ruddell. "The Case for the Meaning 
Theory in Teaching Arithmetic." Elementary S~ool Journal 
55:393-399; WArch 1955. 
This article SummArizes five research studies in which 
each study supports the "meaning approa~" to teaching arith-
metic. It is implied that the so called meaning approach leads 
to greater retention, greater transfer potential, and an in-
creased ability to solve new processes independently. 
37. Gibb, E. Glenadine. "A Review of a Decade of Experimental 
Studies which Compared Jlilethods of Teaching Arithmetic." 
Journal of Educational Research 46:603-608; April 1953. 
A summary of eight experimental investigations reported 
from 1940 through 1950 which compare methods of teaching 
arithmetic. The following conclusions were made: that the 
two methods of lelllorning, drill and method, ba.ve a different 
effect for pupils having different levels of intelligence and 
initial achievement; that the use of crutches in subtraction is 
not harmful; that individual instruction is more favorable than 
group; that first hand experience is effective; and that the use 
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of materials in teaching arithmetic vocabulary shows specific 
growth. 
38. Gibb, E. Glenadine. "A Selected Bibliography of Research in 
the Teaching of .Arithmetic." Arithmetic Teacher 1:20-22; 
April 1954. 
Provides annotations for 18 selected research studies 
on the teaching of arithmetic reported within the preceding 
ten-year period. 
39. Glennon, Vincent J. and o.w. Hunnicutt. \'{.n.at Does Research Say 
about Arithmetic? Washington, D.O.: Association for SUpervision 
and Curriculum Development, 1952. 45 p. 
A research summary which covers 38 significant questions 
and issues of theoretical and scientific knowledge of the place 
of arithmetic, of the teaching of arithmetic, and of the learn-
ing of arithmetic in the modern elementary school with the hope 
of bringing a bout improved methods of teaching and improved growth 
of the learner. 
40. Hartung, MAurice 1. "Selected References on Elementary-School 
Instruction: Arithmetic." Elementary School Journal 57: 161-
162; December 1956. 56:124-125; November 1955. 55:162-164; 
November 1954. 54:163-165; November 1953. 53:163-165; November 
1952. 52:162-164; November 1951. 
These are annual selected annotated bibliographies, some 
of which are research, in the field of arithmetic instruction. 
41. Morton, R. 1... Teaching Arithmetic. "What Research Says to the 
Teacher," No. 2. Washington, D. 0~ : National Education 
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Association, 1953. 33p. 
The author has summarized and interpreted those issues in 
arithmetic research which he thinks will promise most to be of 
immediate help to the classroom teacher. It covers such areas 
as meaning theory, zero facta, program planning, grade placement, 
drill, crutches, evalUAtion and others. 
42. Sherer, Lorr~ine. "Some Dnplicationa from Research U>. Arithme1iic." 
Childhood Education 29:320-524; I~rch 1953. 
This article discuase,a the implications of some thirty 
five selected investi~tions and research studies from 1935 to 
1951. It mostly covers instructional matters in arithmetic 
that are non-computational. It points to a need for getting 
teachers, who know children, and experts, who know arithmetic, 
together for more comprehensive research in this field. 
43. weaver, J. Fred. '~ifferentiated Instruction in Arithmetic& 
An Overview and a Promising Trend." Education 74:300-305; 
January 1954. 
Using a selected bibliography of twenty two authors coverbng 
a period of twenty years, Dr. Weaver summarizes research per- , 
taining to individual differences in arithmetic. T,ypes of 
individua.l differences, methods of differentiating instruction, 
and ~ys of evaluation, diagnosis and remedial work are dis-
cussed. 
44. Weaver, J. Fred. ttTeacher Education in Arithmetic." Review 
of Educational Research 21:317-320; October 1951. 
This summarizes and discusses research and related liter-
22 
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ature from 1948 to 1951 concerning the education of teachers 
and its impact upon the mathematics in elementary schools. 
45. Wilson, Guy I:! . "Toward Perfect Scores in Ari tbmetic Fundamentals." 
Aritmnetio Teacher 1:13-17; December 1954. 
This study gives the regQlts and conclusions on several 
theses conducted from 1929 to 1942 at Boston University on the 
corrective load in the fundalllentals of arithmetic in the upper 
grades and hign school, the possibility of better scores and the 
possibility of perfect scores in the fundamenta-ls. The results 
given are in addition with the tests being given in grades five 
through t welve. No group received perfect scores although 
marked progress was made and usually the teacher became inter-
ested. The conclusions made were that traditional methods 
provide discouragement and defea t to the child, but good teach-
ing, regu.lar follow-up, mastery of t he fundamentals, and with 
the child receiving judicious help and guidance this situation 
can be alleviated. 
46. Wrigntstone, Wayne J. "Influence of Research on Instruction in 
Arithmetic." The Ma.thematics Teacher 45:187-191; March 1952. 
The influence o£ selected research studies on instruction 
in arithmetic is gummarized in this paper. The research find-
ings are as follows: stressing informal but meaningful number 
experiences in grades one and two; methods of instruction in 
• 
systematic &n~thmetic; individualiaation of instruction; 
difficulty of certain combinations; a fusion of systematic and 
informal instruction above grade three; the judicious use · of ~ 
crutches; preference for the deoompo si tion method of sub-
traction; inconclusive findings. on. trial divisors; emphAsis on 
the meaning theory in arithmetic instruction; inconclusive 
trends in teaching erithmetic vocabulary; the need for more 
definitive research on problem solving; and recent changes in 
the grade p~cement of arithmetic processes. The bibliography 
covera the years 1930 to 1950·. 
Subtraction 
(See also numbers 14, 15, 37, 46, and 55 in thia listing) 
47. Gibb, E. Glenadine. "Children's Thinking in the Process of 
Subtraction." Journal of Experimental Education 25:71-80; 
September 1956. 
A study using second graders for the purpose of analyzing 
children's thoughts in solving matheme.tical problems involving 
the process of. subtraoti.on. The conclusions were that 
relatively young children with a limited number of experiences 
give different responses to problems involving three kinds of. 
situations commonly associated with the subtraction process 
and that children don't conceive t hat one basic idea appears. 
in all applications. 
48. ~ightower, Howa.rd W. ttEf.feot of Instructional Procedures on 
Achievement in Fundamental Operations in Arithmetic." 
Educational Administration and SUpervision 40:336-348; 
October, 1954. 
An article which ~rizes selected research of seventeen 
authors on these three questionsa (1) ~hat is the effect of the 
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upward versus the downward method, (2) \v.hat is the effect of 
the additive versus the take-away method on pupil aChievement 
of accuracy in subtraction, and (3} \~t is the effect of 
checking upon pupil achievement of accuracy in addition and 
subtraction. The author concluded that the issues were not 
settled and that the criteria (rate and accuracy) be supple-
mented by other criteria that would give more weight to .the 
effects of eaCh method on understanding and jproblem solving. 
49. Rheina, Gladys :B. and Joel J. Rheins. " A Comparison of Two 
Methods of Compound SUbtraction: The Decomposition Method and 
the EqUAl Additions Method." Arithmetic Teacher 2:63-67 
October 1955. 
A problem to determine whether the method of decomposi-
tion or the method of equal additiOns is superior in speed and 
accuracy after a "time lapse of five years. A sample of eighth 
graders was used, one group of higher I.~. (93 to 125) and 
socio-economic backgrounds and another group of about an 89 I.~. 
and low socio-economic background. For higher intelligent 
group,deoomposition and equal additions methods were about the 
same. In the lower intelligent group, decomposition method 
proved superior. Conclusion is that decomposition method be 
taught at beginning of instruction in subtraction to all pupils 
because teaching meaningfully produces superior results es-
pecially With the duller pupils. 
50. weaver, J. Fred. '~V.Uither Research on Compound Subtraction?" 
.Arithmetic Tea.cher 3 : 17-20; FebruAry 19 56. 
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A summary and discussion of approximately seven selected 
references that pertain to compond sub~action as a basis for 
criticizing certain aspects of a study reported by Rheins and 
Rhenins in the October 1955 issue of the Arithmetic Teacher 
(see number 49 of this listing). Also given are suggestions 
for further research in the area. of com.pond subtraction. 
Teacher Education 
(See a.lso numbers 31, 37 and 44 in this listing) 
51. DQtton, Wilbur H. "Attitudes of Prospective Teachers Towards 
.Arithmetic." Elementary School Journal 52c84-90; October 1951. 
The problem was to study the attitudes held by prospective 
elementary-school teachers. Written statements were received 
from 211 prospective teachers enrolled in three elementary-
curriculum methods classrooms at the university of California 
Los Angeles. Conclusions were tha.t it helped them to over-
come unfavorable attituies. Recommendations for additional 
study are given among which a. suggestion for more study to 
evaluate the attitudes of students coming from more modern 
schools, as the students in this study came from traditional 
schools, taught by traditional methods. 
52. Du.tton, Wilbur H. "Measuring Attitudes Toward Arithmetic." 
Elementary School Journal 55:24-31; September 1954. 
The 'purpose of this article was to report attitudes of 
prospective teachers toward ari_tbmetic as determined by an 
objective evaluation instrument. A collection of statements 
favoring and not favoring arithmetic were collected over a 
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five year period from approximately 600 s~dents. These were 
processed and brought down to twenty-two statements going fr.om 
one extreme of disliking arithmetic to the other extreme of 
liking arithmetic. This scale was administered to 289 college 
students. The conclusion was that more college students favor 
arithmetic than disfavor it. 
53. Grossnickle, Foster E. "The Training of Teachers of Arithmetic." 
The Teaching of Aritnmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook Part II, National 
Society for the StuQy of Education. Chicago: university of 
Chicago Press, 1951. p. 203-231. 
An investigation of 129 questionnaires aent to teacher's 
colleges in this country, and a review of related literature 
and college catalogs whi~ revealed the professional requirements 
of arithmetic teachers. It was found that; (l) about 40 states 
require about * times as many semester hours in history, 
social studies and science than in mathematics, (2} about ! 's 
of state teacher colleges require no background in secondary 
school mathematics for admittance. (3) that most teacher 
colleges give only a general math course and (4) about l/3 of 
the teacher colleges do not require a methods course in arith-
metic, but that it is given as a part of the general math course. 
54. Layton, Vi.I. '':Mathematical Training Prescribed by Teachers 
Colleges in the Pre].)aration of Elementary Teachers." Mathematics 
Teacher 44:551-556; December 1951. 
A study of catalogs of 85 institutions of higher learning 
which prepare elementary school teachers, to determine the 
mathe~tica training prescrived. It was four1d that about one-
fourth of the institutions specify mathematics for antr~nce; that 
generally, the art and English re~uirements are greater than th&t 
of mathematics; and in ·general, the mathematics requirements 
are poor. It is implied that vario~ mathematics associations ~ ' 
should get together and act through state certification channels 
to have the situation improved. 
55. Orleans, Jacob s. The understanding of Arithmetic :Processes 
~nd Concepts :Possessed by Teachers of Arithmetic. Publication 
No. 12. New York: Office of Research and Evaluation, Division 
of Teacher Education, College of the City of New York, 1952. 
The purpose of the stuay was to ascertain the extent to 
which te~chers and prospective teachers of arithmetic understand 
the processes and concepts which are represented by the short 
cuts which they teach. For this purpose two tests, and some 
supplementary questions, were developed to cover items such as 
the understanding of steps in long llivision and long multipli-
catio~, the meaning of dividing by a fraction, the concept of 
reducing and raising fractions to lower and higher terms, the 
meaning of a remainder, the relation between subtraction and 
diviaion, the meaning of percent and several other items. The 
two tests were administered to a total of 1,044 undergraduates, 
graduates and teachers, and it was concluded that our teacher-
education programs have not done an adequate job. 
56. Orleans, Jacob s. and Edwin ¥Iandt. "The Understanding of Arith-
metic Possed by Teachers." Elementary School JourMl 53a 
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601-507; May 1953. 
A study which was conducted first, by giving an open 
answer test which represented a systems. tic sampling of 7 22 
subjects. 193 of these were undargrad~tes taking a methods 
course in arithmetic; 348 were undergraduates doing student 
teaching in elementary schools, 43 ware graduate students, and 80 
were '\eachers.. This open answer test was the basis of a 
multiple choice test which used the wrong answers from the 
first test as the wrong multiple choice answers. This multiple 
choice test was given to 322 teachers and it was inferred by 
the results of the test that people in general, teachers and 
educated laymen, have a difficulty in verbalizing their 
explanation of arithmetic processes, concepts and relationShips 
in aritbmetio which are understood by a large percent j of 
teachers. 
57. Phillips, Clarence. "Background and lVJAthematical Achievement 
of Elementary Education Students in Arithmetic for· Teachers.'' 
School Science and 1~thematios 53:48-52; January 1953. 
A study which involved tes.ting of 391 teachers and 
educa tion majors from 1947 through 1952, to find the background 
and compentenoies in mathematics of teachers. It was observed 
that factors which influence students' reactions to nJAthematios 
are the method of presentation the opportunities for achieve-
ment, the personality ,of the teacher and the type of problems 
to be solved. It was also observed that the elementary and 
high school mathematics completed gave little indication of the 
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achievement in meaning, understanding, and mechanical mas·tery; 
that the lack of achievement usUAlly started with fractions and . 
continues through decimals and per cent; and tha.t, in general, 
the achievement is the meaning and understanding of arithmetic 
is extremely low. 
58. Snader, Daniel w. ''Mathematical Ba.ckground for Teachers of 
Arithmetic." Aritl>.m.etic Teacher 3s59-65; 1/flarch 1956. 
A brief review of some of the conditions which now exist 
regarding the preparation of elementary school teachers of 
arithmetic; and the results of a ~uestionnaire sent to the so 
called "specialists" in the field of arithmetic to determine 
their opinions a.s to what should be included in the mathematics 
program in education for undergraduates. Some of those topics 
which received a high number of votes for inclusion were: 
acquisio~ of power in reasoning (problem solving), the inverse 
relationships within the OI>erations evaluation of the college 
student's arithmetic learning and others. 
59. weaver, J. Fred. "A Crucial Problem in the Preparation of 
Elementary-School Teachers." Elementary School Journal 56: 
255-261; February 1956. 
This reports a study of mathematical understandings 
possessed by undergraduates majoring in elementary education, 
From a I>retest given before a methods course in the tea ching 
of arithmetic and an endtest given after the course tb 348 
students, it was found that before the course the students l acked 
a background of mathematica l understandings. After having taken 
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the course a substantial increase in the level of understandings 
was noticed. The implications were that although a methods 
course results in a significant improvemen~ a general mathematics 
background course should be given at the college level to elemen-
tary education majors. 
Miscella.neous 
60. Dyer, Henry s., Robert Kalin, and Frederick Lord. Problema in 
:Mathematical Educ~dion. Princeton, N. J.a Educa.tional Testing 
Service, 1956. 50p. 
This booklet a.ttempts to define the problems of research 
activities whiCh would lead to better mathematics course~ and 
teaching in the elementary and secondary schools. in terms of 
what has been written and said on the subject, and to locate 
the areas that need the attention of research. The three main 
elements having trouble are the learner, the teacher, and the 
mathematics curriculum. ~ch of these elements are discussed 
as to the problems of each and what is being done to correct 
the situation or what the writers think should be done. 
61. Fehr, Howard F., George McMeen, and Wll:lx Sobel. "Using Hand-
Opera ted Computing l~chines in Learning Ari tbmetic." Arithmetic 
Teacher 4;145-150; October 1956. 
The problem was to find jout if pupils who ua.e computing 
machines to learn arithmetic will gain significantly in paper 
and pencil computations and in arithmetic reasoning over those 
who do not use computing machines. 92 fifth graders were used 
as a control groUJ? and 87 as a experimental group for a. period 
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of 4-k months. The control group were taught in the usual 
method and the experimental group used machines. The con-
clusions showed that: (l) the machine-taught students gained 
more in reasoning and computation ability, (2) machine-taught 
students learn to understand machine computation, ( 3) student. 
and te!lcher interest heightened by u.se of machines, and {4) 
machines fit into our present culture. 
62. Nelson, Theodora. "Results of General 1Tathema.tics Tests." 
Arithmetic Teacher 3:21-26; February 1956. 
A study made of a general mathematics test given to 
175 pu.pils of different high schools over a three year period. 
This 60 to 65 item teat was given in conjunction with a mathe-
matics contest by Nebraska State Teachers College at Kearney. 
The areas where the most failures were noted were in applied 
mathematics, problems in application of percentage, in the 
evaluation and use of simple formillas, in the interpretation 
of graphic representation and in all phases of simple algebra. 
The author contends tha~ this implies a need for a study of the 
effectiveness of the general mathematics program. 
63. Poffenberger, Tb.oma.s and Donald A. Norton. "Factors Determin-
ing Attitudes toward Arithmetic and Mathematics." Arithmetic 
Teacher 3:113-116; April 1956. 
The problem was to determine, if possible, students 
attitudes towards arithmetic and mathematics. The sampling 
used was sixteen freshmen enrolled in the University of 
California at Davis. The conclusions were that the child's 
attit"tLdes for or against arithmetic or mathematics a.re 
infl"tLenced by hia parents like or dislike of arithmetic, the 
parents expectations of their child's performance in arith-
metic, and the encouragement that they give. It also oon-
cl'lLdes that arithmetic t~chers have ·strong positive or nega-
tive effects by their ability to teach, their interest in the 
s'Qbjeot, their enthusiasm,and their good control over the 
class without being overly strict. 
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CHAPTJE III 
Conclusions and Trends 
The two most significant trends in elementary arithmetic noted in 
this annotated bibliography are: (l) an increasing ~wareness of ~e need 
of more meaningful teaching of arithmetic and (2) the need of cl~rer 
arithmeti~l underst~nding by the teaCher. 
several studies conducted imply that more meaningful ~rithmetic 
helps children of all levels of intelligence and especially those of 
low intelligence (49. 16, 13. and 9•). Using the subtractive method o! 
division and the decomposition method of subtraction not only helps 
all Children in the initial teaching but is a great aid !or the dull 
child later on. as he is able to retain what he has learned (13 and 49). 
It was also shown tha.t using concrete materi&l in teaChing tractions also 
aida the dull child (15 and 16). 
Studies conducted on teacher education seem to indicate a lack of 
enough arithmetical background in both high sChool and college for the 
teacher and pointing out that such a background is very desirous (53,54, 
55• 56. 57, 59, and 60). Studies also indicate that when a prospective 
teacher's dislike for arithmetic is brought "to light" and analysed her 
or his dislike disappears (51 and 52). 
Other trends noted are: (1) that grade two is not too early to 
introduce multiplication and division (#10); (2) flexibility in the 
*Refers to specific summaries noted in Chapter II of this thesis. 
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curriculum is needed ~or the teaching of t wo-place divisors (#7); (3) it is 
easier to teach decimals before fractions (#15); (4) that the teaching of 
weights and measures is of little use unless a program of clear concepts 
of weights and measures be developed (# 17 and 18); (5) that more mental 
arithmetic should be used be~use so much of it is employed in later 
years f l9 and 20); and {6) that formal-analysis problem solving tends to 
be harder for the child to do and, if possible, he will avoid it (#29 and 
30}. 
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